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In this work a mechanism of formation of collective excitation in a set of particles,

including atomic nuclei, is proposed. According to [1] the energy density of cosmic vacuum

significantly exceeds the energy density of an atomic nucleus. In [2] the process of formation

of the physical vacuum in surrounding cosmic space was considered.

We considered the behavior of a system of particles, which possesses transversal and

longitudinal oscillation with frequency coo in the physical or cosmic vacuum. The oscillating

influence on the physical vacuum and surrounding particles on a single particle leads to

inducing the spins with various directions and magnitudes. This process leads to the formation

of oscillating response wave function (RWF) of particles. As a result of a phase coherency

among RWF of particles an oscillating self-coordinated field in a set of particles is formed. As

a result of realization of the phase coherency among harmonics of RWF of particles there

occurs a deformation of the character of distribution of the energy structure of the self-

coordinated field, which, finally, transforms into a resonant line. At this occurs a collapse of

the RWF of particles there. In terms of these ideas we explained the observed regularities in

the self-coordinated field in a set of particles, including the atomic nuclei.

It was shown that the giant resonance in spectra of atomic nuclei is a result of

manifestation of the self-coordinated field of atomic nuclei. As a result of realization of the

phase coherency among harmonics of RWF of atomic nuclei there occurs a collapse of the

RWF of particles, and the energy structure of the self-coordinated field of nuclei gains a

resonant form, and it is manifested as the giant resonance.

In deformable nuclei the RWF of particles possesses two oscillation modes, and that is

why in the energy spectrum of the self-coordinated field of nuclei they are manifested as two

maximums.
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